product framework has been successfully used to design and implement high-performance algorithms to compute the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) [17, 24] and matrix multiplication [14, 15] on shared-memory vector multiprocessors. The significance of the tensor product lies in its ability to model both the computational structures occurring in block-recursive algorithms and the underlying hardware structures, such as the interconnection networks [19, 20] .
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we present a framework for synthesizing communication-efficient distributed-memory programs. This framework is useful in synthesizing programs for block recursive algorithms. The mathematical framework used is based on the tensor (Kronecker) product [9] and other matrix operations. The tensor product has been used for modeling algorithms with recursive computational structure, occurring in application areas such as digital signal processing [10, 21] , image processing [22] , linear system design [4] , and statistics [11] . In recent years, the tensor a p ϫ q matrix. The tensor product A B is a block matrix obtained by replacing each element a i, j with the matrix a i, j B; i.e., This can be interpreted as m copies of A p,n acting in parallel on m disjoint segments of X mn . However, to interpret the application (A p,n I m ) to X mn as parallel operations we need to understand stride permutations.
Stride permutations (shuffle permutations [7] ) belong to a special class of permutations called tensor permutations [16] can be represented as an mn ϫ mn transformation. For example, the effect of ferent ways of managing the distribution of data for optimizing communication. In the first model, distributions of arrays are kept static and so communication is needed whenever a processor requires data elements which it does not own. In the second model, distributions of the data arrays are dynamically changed to ensure that computation is localized in every computation step. This results in programs with different communication overhead characteristics due to use of different communication primitives for performing data movement. The first model uses point-topoint interprocessor communication primitives, whereas the second model uses data redistribution primitives involving collective all-to-many communication. These two program models are shown to be suitable for different ranges of problem size. Although the program with redistributions uses more messages than the program with point-to-point communication, the program with redistributions has lower communication volume than the program using point-to-point communication primitives. Therefore, the program using redistributions has lower communication overhead than the program with point-topoint communication when the problem size is large.
We have implemented programs for the Cooley-Tukey FFT and the Stockham FFT using the methodology presented in this paper, and evaluated their performance on an Intel iPSC/860 system. This framework has been incorporated in EXTENT (an EXpert system for TENsor product Translation), which is a parallel programming environment for automatic generation of parallel/vector programs from tensor product formulas [6] .
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the theory of tensor products. In Section 3, we motivate the two programming models used in this paper. Section 4 presents the algebraic semantics of regular data distributions using tensor products. Section 5 characterizes data distributions, if any, which permit communication-free implementation of a computation corresponding to a tensor product. In Section 6, we describe a procedure for synthesizing programs under the point-to-point communication model. Section 7 describes the synthesis of programs using the alternate model with redistribution commands. Performance results on the Intel iPSC/860 system are presented in Section 8. Conclusions are provided in Section 9.
AN OVERVIEW OF THE TENSOR PRODUCT
In this section, we illustrate the formulation of block recursive algorithms using tensor products. We begin with some preliminary definitions which are essential for understanding the rest of the paper.
Preliminaries
The tensor product is useful in expressing the block structure in a matrix. Let A be an m ϫ n matrix and B be applying L 6 2 to X 6 can be expressed in matrix form as follows: ΄ ΅ ΄ ΅ ΄ ΅ , we get the indexing function of the input vector to be in ϩ j. Similarly, the indexing function of the output vector is obtained by linearizing the output tensor basis to be jm ϩ i. Therefore, the effect of applying the stride permutation L mn n to an input vector is that the element at index in ϩ j of the input vector is stored in location at index jm ϩ i of the output vector.
Using stride permutations, an application of (A p,n I m ) to X mn can also be interpreted as m parallel applications of A p,n to disjoint segments of X mn by using the identity
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However, the inputs for each application of A p,n are accessed at a stride of m and the outputs are also stored at a stride of m.
Tensor Product Formulation of Block Recursive Algorithms
A block recursive algorithm is obtained from a recursive tensor factorization of a computation matrix. For example, FFT algorithms are derived by tensor factorization of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix. The algorithms obtained from tensor factorization are computationally more efficient than those that directly use the unfactorized matrix. For example, computing the DFT of a vector of size N by directly multiplying it by an N ϫ N DFT matrix requires O(N 2 ) operations, compared to only O(N log N) operations using an FFT algorithm. Some other examples of block recursive algorithms are Strassen's matrix multiplication [15, 18] , convolution [10] , and fast sine/cosine transforms [24] .
A tensor product formulation of a block recursive algorithm has the generic form ⌸ 
Due to the presence of identity terms, it is easy to express each computation step using parallel operations. However, the task of harnessing this inherent parallelism in each computation step with the goal of minimizing communication cost for the entire computation is nontrivial. We next present tensor product formulations of two FFT algorithms which are used as examples in this paper.
Fast Fourier Transform. The tensor product formulations of various FFT algorithms are presented in [17, 24] . These formulations are obtained by different tensor factorizations of the discrete Fourier transform matrix. Although all of these algorithms are computationally equivalent, they have different computational structures and different data access patterns. For example, consider the following tensor product formulation of the radix-2 decimation-in-time Cooley-Tukey FFT:
2 ), and
i Ϫ 1 represents a diagonal matrix of constants and R 2 n permutes the input sequence to a bit-reversed order. As can be seen from Eq. (1), for an FFT on 2 n points, there are n steps in the computation after performing the initial bit-reversal permutation. At each step, the data array from the previous step is scaled by multiplying by twiddle factors
computation step should be such that the resulting communication overhead is minimized. For a computation step j, the distributions of X
which permit a communication-free implementation of F j are the most desirable distributions. The choice of communication-free distributions for a computation step is constrained by the data distribution requirements of the adjoining steps. For example, it is desirable that the output distribution for F j should be a suitable input distribution for a communication-free implementation of F jϩ1 . If no such output distribution for F j exists, then either of the following strategies can be used:
1. Point-to-Point strategy: Let the input distribution for F jϩ1 be the same as the output distribution for F j , i.e., the arrays X 
j , communication is needed to redistribute the output of F j to the distribution chosen for the input of F jϩ1 . These two strategies correspond to different approaches to managing the distribution of the data. The point-topoint strategy implies that the distribution of the arrays should be static, whereas the redistribution strategy implies that the distribution of the arrays can be dynamic. We develop program generation techniques for both target program models. In a program using the point-to-point model, the distribution of an array is fixed and so communication is needed whenever a processor requires data elements which it does not own. This results in programs with explicit point-to-point communication primitives. On the other hand, in a program using the redistribution model, the distribution of the data arrays is dynamically changed to ensure that computation is localized in every computation step. A data redistribution usually involves a collective all-to-many communication primitive. Hence, the programs synthesized under these two models have different communication overhead characteristics, which results in programs with different performance behavior.
Synthesizing programs under either model requires the determination of data distribution for the arrays. For determining data distributions which will minimize the communication overhead, each computation step in a tensor product formula is analyzed to determine its data access pattern. This data access pattern is summarized in an algebraic form which is used to determine the distributions, if any, which will permit a communication-free implementation of the associated computation step. If no such distribution exists, then the algebraic representation is used to quantify the communication overhead resulting from distributing the arrays in a particular manner. In order to achieve a communication-efficient implementation of the entire tensor product formula, the data access information As another example, consider the tensor product formulation of the radix-2 decimation-in-time Stockham FFT [23] :
As in the case of the Cooley-Tukey FFT, the Stockham FFT on 2 n points also has n steps. At step i, an addressbit permutation corresponding to a right cyclic shift of the most significant i address bits is performed on the input array. In the tensor product formulation, this permutation corresponds to performing the computation Y ϭ (L
nϪi )(Y) and a butterfly operation F 2 is performed with the lower half and upper half of Z as the two inputs to the butterfly operation X i ϭ (F 2 I 2 nϪ1 )(Z). The Stockham FFT is an especially important FFT algorithm as it has the bit-reversal permutation implicitly embedded in its computation and therefore does not require the extra bit-reversal permutation needed in other FFT algorithms.
PROGRAMMING MODELS FOR THE TARGET CODE
Synthesizing a distributed-memory program from a tensor product formula involves identifying data distributions for the arrays, partitioning the computation, determining the communication, and generating a node program containing explicit communication commands. On a distributed-memory machine, it is important to minimize communication overhead to achieve high-performance.
As illustrated in the previous section, a tensor product formulation of a block recursive algorithm consists of a matrix product of several factors: F ϵ ⌸ n jϭ1 F j . Each factor F j is a tensor product and corresponds to a computation step in the algorithm. At the jth step, the computation performed is X
j is the output of step j. The output from the jth computation step becomes the input of the next computation step; i.e., X
j . On a distributed-memory machine, both the input and output arrays are distributed among the local memories of the interconnected processors. The computation is partitioned to exploit data-parallelism. The distribution of the arrays and the computation partitioning determine the communication required to perform a computation step. At a computation step, a processor may require communication for obtaining the required inputs and storing the resulting outputs. A commonly used strategy for computation partitioning is the owner computes rule: the processor on which a data element is resident (which owns a data element) performs all the computation which modify it. Under the owner computes rule, which is also used in this paper, no communication is required to store the outputs of a computation step.
The distributions for the input and output array of each for all the steps is analyzed to determine the distributions which will result in a minimal communication overhead.
Once the initial distributions for the arrays are fixed, a node program under the point-to-point model can be synthesized. In the synthesized program, communication is needed for those steps which are not communication-free with respect to the initial distribution of the arrays. For synthesizing a program under the redistribution model, the tensor product formula is partitioned into communicationfree phases. Each phase consisting of several computation steps which can be completely localized by appropriately choosing the distribution for their input and output arrays. Redistribution is required at the boundary of these phases.
A redistribution generally involves all-to-many personalized communication which can be very costly. In order to achieve communication-efficient target code, the number of redistributions is minimized.
To illustrate the differences in the data flow pattern resulting from programs synthesized under these two models, the data flow patterns corresponding to the synthesized programs for a 32 point Cooley-Tukey FFT on four processors are presented here. The input array is assumed to be in bit-reversed order and block distributed on four processors. The data flow pattern for the program synthesized under the point-to-point model is shown in Fig. 1 . The first three steps of the computation are communication-free, but communication is needed for the remaining two steps as indicated by lines crossing processor boundaries. The data flow pattern for the program synthesized under the redistribution model is shown in Fig. 2 . As in the case of the program using point-to-point communication, the first three steps of the computation are communication-free.
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However, by performing a single redistribution, the remaining two steps have been made communication-free.
We will next present a tensor product based algebraic representation, called the distribution basis, to describe the semantics of regular data distributions [12] .
ALGEBRAIC SEMANTICS OF DATA DISTRIBUTIONS
The most common regular distributions used for arrays are the block, cyclic, and block-cyclic distributions. These distributions are used in Fortran D [3, 13] , Vienna Fortran [5] , High Performance Fortran (HPF) [8] , and pCϩϩ [1] . Block and cyclic distributions may be viewed as special cases of the block-cyclic distribution. A block-cyclic distribution partitions an array into equal sized blocks of consecutive elements and then maps them to the processors in a cyclic manner. The elements mapped to a processor are stored in increasing order of their indices in its local memory. We use the following convention to express the blockcyclic distribution of a one-dimensional array A(0 : N Ϫ 1) of size N on P processors: 7 We assume that N is a multiple of P. In case N is not divisible by P, the array can be assumed to be of size NЈ, where NЈ is the smallest integer greater than N which is divisible by P. The elements at indices greater than N are treated as dummy elements and no space needs to be actually allocated for them. 8 The operator div represents the integer division operation.
FIG. 1.
Data flow for the Cooley-Tukey FFT under the point-to-point model.
block-cyclic distribution with a block size of B on a linear processor array PROC of size P. Furthermore, C is declared as a dynamic array and can be redistributed in the program:
An algebraic representation for a block-cyclic distribution of A(0 : NϪ 1) on P processors can be obtained by associating index k of A with vector basis e N k [12] . Associating indices of an array with vector bases helps in determining the indexing needed when the array is segmented or viewed as a multidimensional array. For example, consider the segmented view of an array of size N corresponding to block distribution on P processors.
The block and cyclic distribution of array A are denoted by A(block) and A(cyclic), respectively. A(block) is equivalent to A(cyclic(N/P)) and A(cyclic) is equivalent to A(cy-
clic (1)). The first three entries of Table I gives examples of block, cyclic, and cyclic(2) distributions of an array of size 16 over four processors. The global indices mapped to each of the four processors P 0 to P 3 are shown in increasing order of their local indices under the last four columns of the table.
Before we present the algebraic semantics of data distributions, we describe the following HPF language constructs which are used to express the distribution and rearrangement of data in a global address space. The DISTRIBUTE directive is used to express the initial distribution of an array. Each array is distributed on a virtual processor array which is declared using the PROCESSORS directive. The REDISTRIBUTE directive is used to change the distribution of an array. For an array to be redistributed, it must be declared to be DYNAMIC. For example, the following code declares array A distributed using a block distribution and array C distributed using a 142 GUPTA ET AL. The relationship between the global index k and indices p and l can be algebraically represented by the identity 
FIG. 2. Data flow for the
We denote by . We next define the indexing functions for a block-cyclic distribution basis. These indexing functions select vector bases of the distribution basis, which determine the processor address, the local address, and the global address of an index of the distributed array. In general, a distribution basis can have more than one basis. These distributions correspond to viewing a linear array as a multi-dimensional array with block-cyclic distribution along each dimension. For example, Table I shows all the distributions for an array of size 16 on four processors which can be expressed by a distribution basis. The first three distributions correspond to one-dimensional views of the array with block, cyclic, and block-cyclic distribution on a one-dimensional processor array. The fourth distribution basis, , corresponds to viewing the array as an 8 ϫ 2 array with block distribution along both the dimensions of a 2 ϫ 2 processor grid. Note that many multidimensional block-cyclic distributions of a linear array can result in the same distribution basis. For example, the distribution basis also corresponds to viewing the array as a 2 ϫ 8 array distributed over a 2 ϫ 2 processor grid with block distribution along the first dimension and cyclic distribution along the second dimension. We next define the indexing functions for tensor product of block-cyclic distribution bases. N i distributed on P i processors, where 1 Յ i Յ k. The distribution basis ͳ ϵ ͳ k иии ͳ 1 corresponds to a distribution of an array of size N ϭ N k иии N 1 on a processor array of size P ϭ P k иии P 1 . The indexing functions are defined as follows:
Similarly, the distribution of a multidimensional array on a multidimensional mesh can be formalized as a tensor product of the distribution bases along each dimension. We next present a characterization of distribution bases which permit a communication-free implementation of a computation expressed by a tensor product.
COMMUNICATION-FREE COMPUTATIONS
In implementing a computation on a distributed-memory multiprocessor, it is important to determine appropriate distributions for data arrays, in order to minimize communication overhead. If possible, distributions that totally eliminate communication should be used. In this section, we characterize distribution bases, if any, which permit communication-free implementation of the computation expressed by a tensor product. This characterization is later used to determine data distributions for communication-efficient implementation of a tensor product formula on a distributed-memory multiprocessor.
We begin with a characterization for communicationfree computations. We will refer to the distribution basis of an input array as an input distribution basis and denote it as ͳ (i) . Similarly, an output distribution basis, ͳ
, refers to the distribution basis of an output array. In order to achieve a communication-free implementation of a tensor product formula, the computation corresponding to it must be appropriately partitioned. As illustrated in Section 2, an identity matrix in a tensor product can be used to partition the computation to obtain parallel operations. However on a distributed-memory machine, in order to avoid communication, the input and the output arrays should be distributed such that the inputs and outputs of a computation performed on each processor are local to that processor. The following definition specifies the requirements for a communication-free computation: , respectively. Let ͕U p : 0 Յ p Ͻ P͖ and ͕V p : 0 Յ p Ͻ P͖ be partitions of arrays U and V, with U p and V p mapped to processor p under distribution bases ͳ (o) and ͳ (i) , respectively. Then a tensor product formula F is said to be communication-free with respect to ͳ (i) and
first dimension of the processor grid using the distribution corresponding to ͳ 1 . Distribute the third dimensions of the input and output arrays identically over P 2 processors along the second dimension of the processor grid using the distribution corresponding to ͳ 2 . Note that the second dimension of both the arrays has been sequentialized. Thus the array elements U(i 1 , l 1 , k 1 ) and U(i 2 • Partition the i and k loops to match the partitioning of arrays U and V along the first and third dimension, respectively. Therefore, each node will perform the following computation:
kЈ) ENDDO ENDDO ENDDO ENDDO
Linearizing the local arrays gives the node code as shown in Fig. 3 . The node code shown in Fig. 3 
), i.e., indices corresponding to the same vector bases are chosen in both the input and output basis for the processor indexing.
• The nonidentity operators in F correspond to e bases in both the input and output distribution bases. For example, F ϵ (I 2 F 2 I 2 ) is not communication-free with respect to the input distribution basis e As we are interested in implementing block recursive algorithms on a distributed-memory machine, we consider only the tensor products of the form F ϵ (I r A m,n I s ). The simplest form of a tensor product is one in which A m,n is an identity matrix. Obviously, for such a tensor product, both the input and output distribution bases should be identical in order to eliminate communication. The following theorem gives a characterization of the input and output distribution bases which permit communication-free implementations of F, for an arbitrary computation matrix. 
j, k) ENDDO ENDDO ENDDO ENDDO
Note that the i and k loops are completely parallel. This computation can be mapped onto a P-processor distributed-memory machine as follows:
• View the P processors as forming a logical two-dimensional P 1 ϫ P 2 grid; processor p has indices ( p div P 2 , p mod P 2 ) of the 2-d grid.
• Distribute the first dimensions of both the input and the output arrays identically over P 1 processors along the determines the indexing for the output array. The synthesized node program is as shown in Fig. 3 . In the node program, there is a loop corresponding to each of the four indices iЈ, j, kЈ, and l. Different implementations can be obtained by changing the ordering of these four loops as they are fully permutable. However, different orderings of the loops will result in different data access patterns. This will result in codes with different performance characteristics on processors with cache memory.
When F is a tensor permutation, i.e., it is of the form F ϵ I r L n m I s , the local computation amounts to a local rearrangement of data. This local permutation can be determined from the local input basis local(ͳ We now consider code generation for F ϵ ⌸ n jϭ1 F j . The computation U ϭ F (V) can be implemented without any need for communication if each F j is communication-free with respect to its input and output distribution basis. Node code with a single loop nest can be generated for U ϭ F (V). The node code will have a outer j loop. The body of the j loop will consist of the loop nest for the local code corresponding to the generic tensor product F j .
In the remaining paper, we consider code generation for a non-communication-free tensor product formula. First, we will present code generation under the point-to-point model and the redistribution model described in Section 3, with the assumption that the distributions for all the arrays to be used in the generated code are given to the code generator. Then we will show how to determine the initial distributions for the arrays. It will turn out that the procedure for determining redistributions can be easily extended to determine the initial data distributions as well.
GENERATING PROGRAMS WITH POINT-TO-POINT COMMUNICATION
In this section, we present a methodology for generating programs with explicit communication commands from a tensor product formula. We present the program generation under the assumption that the distribution for the arrays are given.
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We begin with determination of the communication and the resulting node computation for a tensor product F, given that the input distribution basis is ͳ (i) and the output distribution basis is ͳ (o) . As indicated in the previous section, communication may be needed when a computation matrix corresponds to a processor basis in the input distribution basis. In the generated node code, all the necessary communication will be performed before performing the computation. For determining the required communication, each processor p needs to determine the following information:
• Send processor set: set of processors to which p has to send data.
• Send data index set: indices of the array elements which are resident on p but are needed by a processor q in the send processor set.
• Receive processor set: set of processor from which p receives data.
• Receive data index set: indices of the array elements where the data in the message from a processor q in the receive processor set is to be stored.
As we will show below, the communication for F will depend on the structure of the computation matrix in F. The send processor set for a processor p is determined by the positions of non-zero entries in a particular column of the computation matrix. Similarly, the receive processor set for p is determined by the position of non-zero entries in a particular row of the computation matrix. Furthermore, each message will consist of all the local elements on the sender processor. The processor receiving the message will store it in a temporary array.
The code for performing the communication and the computation is determined as follows. For simplicity, the following discussion is restricted to the generic tensor product F ϵ (I r A m I t ), where A m is an arbitrary m ϫ m computation matrix. Let the input distribution basis ͳ (i) , with proc(ͳ (i) ) ϭ P p , be expressed as ͳ 1 P 2 p 2 ͳ 2 , where P 2 ϭ m, and ͳ 1 and ͳ 2 are distribution bases for arrays of sizes r and t, respectively. Let proc(ͳ 1 ) ϭ
, and proc(ͳ 2 ) ϭ
The indices p 1 , p 2 , and p 3 can be computed from the processor index p as follows: p 1 ϭ p div P 3 P 2 , p 2 ϭ ( p mod P 3 P 2 ) div P 3 , and p 3 ϭ p mod P 3 . The send processor set for processor p can be determined as follows: m,n I s )(V rns ) on P processors (P ϭ P 1 P 2 , rЈ ϭ r/P 1 , sЈ ϭ s/P 2 ).
processors and so the scaling by twiddle factors require no communication. Therefore, for the purpose of analysis consider the following formula, which characterizes the core computation in the Cooley-Tukey FFT Formula (Eq. 1):
Also, let the distribution of array A be block, i.e., both the input and output distribution bases are characterized by ͳ ϭ . For any step i such that i Յ n Ϫ m, F 2 does not correspond to a processor basis. Therefore, the first n Ϫ m steps are communication-free. However, the remaining m steps are not communication-free. The structure of the generated code is shown in Fig. 4. 
GENERATING PROGRAMS WITH REDISTRIBUTIONS
In this section, we sketch a procedure for implementing tensor product formulas on a distributed-memory multiprocessor using redistribution commands. We illustrate this procedure by designing communication-efficient implementations for the Cooley-Tukey FFT and the Stockham FFT. We first present a communication cost metric for a redistribution. This communication cost metric is used to guide the program synthesis procedure to generate communication-efficient target code.
Determining Communication for Redistribution
In terms of a distribution basis, a redistribution corresponds to using a different set of vector bases for processor indexing. For example, consider that the distribution of an • Instantiate indices p 1 and p 3 in proc(ͳ (i) ) according to p.
• Vary index p 2 to determine the processors which must receive a message from p. A processor q corresponding to p 2 ϭ a, i.e., q ϭ P 3 P 2 p 1 ϩ P 3 a ϩ p 3 , receives a message from processor p if A m (a, b) ϶ 0, where p 2 ϭ b corresponds to processor p.
• Each message contains the entire set of local elements of the input array on processor p.
Similarly, the receive processor set for processor p will be all processors q corresponding to p 2 ϭ a, such that A m (b, a) ϶ 0. After communication, each processor performs the computation corresponding to the tensor product (I r ͉local(ͳ 1 )) A m (b, :) (I t ͉local(ͳ 2 )) in its local space, where A m (b, :) is the bth row of A m . Let be the maximum number of non-zero entries in any row or column of A m . If t s is the message setup time and t p is the message transmission time per data element, then the associated communication cost can be estimated to be и (t s ϩ (N/P)t p ), where N ϭ rmt and P is the number of processors used.
We now describe the procedure for synthesizing a node program with explicit communication commands for a tensor product formula F ϵ ⌸ n jϭ1 F j , where F j is a tensor product. The main steps of the synthesis procedure are as follows:
1. Identify computation steps that can be executed locally. This is done by applying the distribution basis of the input vector to the tensor product F j in the formula and then finding the conditions under which the bases used for the processor indexing remain intact. This categorizes the ranges of iteration index j as either communication-free or non-communication-free.
Determine communication commands for computation steps involving communication. This involves determination of:
(a) The data to be sent from a processor's local data space along with the receiver processor's id.
(b) The data to be received in a processor's local data space along with the sender processor's id.
3. Generate node code using the information generated in steps 1 and 2. The node program for the tensor product formula F will consist of a sequence of loops. Each loop corresponds to a sequence of adjacent communicationfree computation steps or a sequence of adjacent noncommunication-free computation steps.
For the entire tensor product formula F, the communication cost will be the summation of the communication cost for non-communication-free steps.
An Example: Cooley-Tukey FFT
We now illustrate the above procedure by determining communication for the 2 n points Cooley-Tukey decimation-in-time FFT on P ϭ 2 m processors. For simplicity, we will assume that twiddle factors are replicated on all the array of size P 2 is changed from a block distribution on P processors to a cyclic distribution on the same number of processors. The distribution basis changes from P p e P q to e P p P q . Under the block distribution, index p is used for processor indexing and index q is used for indexing the local array on each processor; but after changing the distribution to a cyclic distribution, the roles of index p and q get interchanged. The communication needed to perform a redistribution can be determined from the source and target distribution bases. For example, in the case of redistribution from P p e P q to e P p P q , processor p sends its qth local element to processor q, which stores it at local index p.
In general, when redistributing from ͳ source to ͳ target , the following procedure can be used by a processor p to determine the set of processors it needs to send messages.
1. Instantiate the indices in proc(ͳ source ) according to its processor id p.
2. The indices in proc(ͳ target ) which are also present in proc(ͳ source ) get automatically instantiated in Step 1. The remaining indices can be varied independently within their respective ranges to determine all the processors to which messages are to be sent.
The local indices for elements to be sent to processor q can be determined by using the following procedure:
1. Instantiate the indices in proc(ͳ target ) according to the target processor id q.
2. The indices in local(ͳ source ) which are also present in proc(ͳ target ) get automatically instantiated in Step 1. The remaining indices can be varied independently within their respective ranges to generate all the local indices for elements to be sent to processor q. Similar procedures can be used to determine the set of processors from which messages are to be received, and the local indices where the elements from each received message are to be stored.
Communication Cost Metric for Redistribution.
We next model the communication cost of a redistribution. In order to estimate the cost of a redistribution, we need to determine the number of messages a processor sends and the size of each message. If the redistribution is performed from ͳ source to ͳ target , then:
• The number of sends, NumSends(ͳ source , ͳ target ), is equal to the product of the sizes of vector bases in proc(ͳ source ) but not in proc(ͳ target ).
• The size of each message, MsgSize(ͳ source , ͳ target ), is equal to (N/P)/NumSends(ͳ source , ͳ target ).
Hence, the cost of redistribution can be estimated as
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When N ӷ P, the dominating term in the above cost metric will be (N/P)t p . Furthermore, this term is independent of the redistribution being performed. Therefore for N ӷ P, the cost of redistributing is nearly uniform. It will be shown in Section 8 that the program synthesized under the redistribution model performs better than the program synthesized under the point-to-point model when N ӷ P. Therefore, in synthesizing programs with redistributions, we will assume that N ӷ P. Under this assumption, minimizing the number of redistributions is a good heuristic to achieve communication-efficient programs.
Determining Redistributions
We first describe how the tensor product Fϵ (I r A m,n I s ) can be implemented using redistributions. Let the input distribution basis be ͳ (i) and the output distribution basis be ͳ (o) . If F is communication-free with respect to ͳ (i) and ͳ (o) , no redistribution is required. Otherwise, redistribution may be needed to redistribute the input and/ or the output array. Redistribution is required for the input array if a processor basis in the input distribution basis corresponds to nonidentity operators in F. Similarly, a redistribution is required for the output array if a processor basis in the output distribution basis corresponds to nonidentity operators in F. If redistribution is required only for the input array, then the target distribution ͳ target corresponds to any nonidentity operators in F. This is possible only when there exist a set of bases in both the input and output distribution bases such that:
• They do not correspond to the nonidentity operators in F.
• The product of the dimensions of these bases (chosen for processor indexing) should be equal to the number of processors P.
To satisfy the above criteria, some of the bases in the input and output bases may have to be further factorized. If such a set of bases exists, then ͳ (i) target can be determined from ͳ (i) by first changing all the bases back to e bases and then changing the selected e bases to bases. Similarly, ͳ . We next describe a mechanism, called VIEWAS, for optimizing redistributions for tensor products with stride permutation operators. (i) )) of the local output array. We will use the notation VIEWAS(A, Q) to express the fact that the array A has been locally permuted according to Q and its final distribution is viewed as Q(ͳ), where ͳ is the initial distribution of A.
Compute-Dist-Factor Procedure
We now consider the implementation of a tensor product formula of the form F ϵ ⌸ n jϭ1 F j , where each F j is a tensor product. We begin with the following observation: If F ϵ F 2 F 1 , then F is communication-free with respect to the input and output distribution basis pair (ͳ (i) , ͳ
) only if there exists a distribution basis ͳ such that F 1 is communication-free with respect to (ͳ (i) , ͳ), and F 2 is communicationfree with respect to (ͳ, ͳ (o) ). Otherwise, F can be implemented using a redistribution if there exist distribution bases ͳ 1 and ͳ 2 , such that F 1 is communication-free with respect (ͳ . The Compute-Dist-Factor procedure (see Fig. 5 ) is used for determining distributions for tensor product formulas of the form F ϵ ⌸ n jϭ1 F j , where F j is a tensor product. This procedure uses a basis marking mechanism to keep track of the bases which correspond to a nonidentity computation matrix in a tensor product formula. It uses the marker Ȑ to mark any e bases which corresponds to a nonidentity computation matrix in an input basis ibasis and an output basis obasis. The input basis and output basis for a tensor product , respectively. The bases in the input and output bases may need to be further factorized in order to meet the various requirements of the algorithm. For example, it is required that obasis jϪ1 ϭ ibasis j , this implies that obasis jϪ1 and ibasis j should have identical factorization. Furthermore, for the basis marking to work, the ibasis j and obasis j should be identical in all bases except those which correspond to a nonidentity matrix in F j . The ͱ distribution bases are used to determine the redistributions and ͳ distribution bases are used to determine the local computation corresponding to a computation step. The local computation corresponding to computation step j is F j ͉local(ͳ
The array is redistributed from ͱ
kϩ1 between communication-free computation F k and F kϩ1 .
The target code for the tensor product formula F can be expressed using HPF language constructs as
Optimization using VIEWAS
On a distributed-memory machine, communication may be needed to implement tensor products involving stride permutations. It is important to optimize the communication for such data rearrangement steps. We will refer to a tensor product of stride permutations as a tensor permutation. Note that the identity operator is also considered a stride permutation operator.
The procedure outlined above to determine redistributions for a tensor product treats a stride permutation operator as any other other non-identity computation matrix. However, it is sometimes possible to eliminate the redistribution by using the algebraic properties of the stride permutation operator. For example, consider the tensor permutation Q ϵ (L CPR PR I B ). Let the input distribution be cyclic(RB) and the output distribution be cyclic(RCB). Therefore, the input and output distribution bases are Note that ͳ also corresponds to a cyclic(RCB) distribution on P processors. In fact, ͳ (o) has to be equal to ͳ as both are distribution bases for the same output array. Now note that proc(ͳ (i) ) ϭ proc(ͳ). This implies that Q can be implemented on each processor by locally copying the element at local index local(ͳ 
where input array X(0 : N Ϫ 1), N ϭ CPRB, has a cyclic(RB) distribution and output array Y has a cyclic(RCB) distribution on P processors. On each processor, the local arrays x(0 : N/P Ϫ 1) and y(0 : N/P Ϫ 1) corresponds to arrays X and Y, respectively.
In general, any tensor permutation Q can be implemented in a communication-free manner if the input distribution basis is ͳ (i) , the output distribution basis is Q(ͳ (i) ), and proc(Q(ͳ
). Whenever this communication-free condition is satisfied, Q can be performed as a local permutation on each processor. The local permuta-
where dist(ͱ) is the distribution corresponding to the distribution basis ͱ.
Note that the Compute-Dist-Factor procedure can easily be modified to obtain the initial distribution of the input array. This can be done by allowing ibasis 1 to be any distribution which permits a communication-free implementation of F 1 .
In the Compute-Dist-Factor procedure, we have assumed that communication-free distribution bases exist for each step of the computation. This may not be true for some formulas. In that case, a redistribution model program cannot be synthesized. For such formulas, it may be best to synthesize programs only under the point-to-point model. However, there are other possibilities such as factorizing the formula F as F ϵ F m иии F 1 in a manner in which redistribution model program can be synthesized for most of the subformulas F k . For the remaining subfor-149 GENERATING DISTRIBUTED-MEMORY PARALLEL PROGRAMS muals a point-to-point model program can be synthesized. Note that the Compute-Dist-Factor procedure can be modified to obtain such a factorization.
Examples
We illustrate the Compute-Dist-Factor procedure for the Cooley-Tukey FFT and the Stockham FFT.
Cooley-Tukey FFT
For simplicity, we reconsider the implementation of the computation
on P ϭ 2 m processors. The above algorithm will compute the marked output basis of step i to be e Ϫ m) , the formula will be split before step (n Ϫ m ϩ 1) and the arrays will be assigned a block distribution for the first (n Ϫ m) steps. The marked output basis for steps i Ͼ (n Ϫ m) will be computed to be: e 
PERFORMANCE RESULTS
In this section, we present performance measurements for the Cooley-Tukey and Stockham FFT on the Intel iPSC/860 system for both the target models proposed. The Intel iPSC/860 is a distributed-memory multiprocessor with a hypercube topology. Redistribution primitives, which require all-to-all communication, were implemented using the pairwise exchange algorithm [2] . Performance was measured using the millisecond node timer mclock.
Parallel programs under the point-to-point model were implemented for both the Cooley-Tukey FFT (CT-PP) and the Stockham FFT (ST-PP). On a hypercube of size P, both CT-PP and ST-PP use log(P) communication steps. However, these communication steps are nearest-neighbor only for CT-PP.
Programs for the Cooley-Tukey FFT under the redistribution model were implemented based on the program in Fig. 6 . The program of Fig. 6 requires communication only during the redistribution step, where distribution of array A is changed from block to cyclic. The two computation loops require no communication since all data required are locally mapped. If array A is to be returned at the end of the computation to its original block distribution, then another redistribution will be required at the end of the program. Hence two versions of the Cooley-Tukey FFT were implemented, one using only a single redistribution step (CT-1R) and another one performing an additional block to cyclic redistribution to restore A to its original distribution (CT-2R).
A version of the Stockham FFT (ST-1R) was implemented based on the program in Fig.7 . The program in Fig. 7 requires communication for performing the redistribution from cyclic to cyclic(2 m ), where m ϭ log(P). Since the final distribution of the array A is cyclic, no extra redistribution is required to restore the distribution to cyclic. An initial bit-reversal permutation step is required in all the Cooley-Tukey FFT programs. The implementation for the bit-reversal permutation uses one block to cyclic redistribution.
Before presenting the experimental performance results, we compare analytically communication cost for CT-PP and CT-1R. For simplicity, we ignore the communication overhead due to initial bit-reversal permutation for both CT-PP and CT-1R. The time spent in communication per processor in CT-PP and CT-1R can be estimated to be T CT-PP ϭ log(P)(t s ϩ (N/P)t p ) ϭ log(P)t s ϩ (log(P)N/P)t p and
It can be noted that CT-1R uses more number of messages than CT-PP ((P Ϫ 1) vs log(P)). However, CT-1R has a lower overall communication volume (aggregate of mes-
Stockham FFT
We now illustrate how the Stockham FFT can be implemented using data redistributions. For analysis, we consider the following formula, which captures the essence of the computational structure of the Stockham FFT (Formula 2):
We consider the implementation of a 2 n point FFT using 2 m processors, m Յ n. The marked output basis for step i, 1 Յ i Ͻ n, is Ȑ p . Therefore, for step i ϭ (n Ϫ m ϩ 1) the product of e bases will be less than 2 m and so the formula will be split before step (n Ϫ m ϩ 1). The initial distribution will be chosen to be cyclic. Assuming that n Ն 2m and starting with a fresh input basis for step (n Ϫ m ϩ 1), the marked input and output basis for step i, (n Ϫ m ϩ 1) Յ i Յ n, will be Ȑ ) distribution is chosen as the starting distribution for the remaining m steps, then the remaining steps can be performed in a communication-free manner with the input distribution for step i to be cyclic (2 nϪiϩ1 ) and the output distribution to be cyclic(2 nϪi ). The pseudocode for the Stockham FFT is shown in Fig. 7 . sage sizes over all the processors) than CT-PP (P(P Ϫ 1)(N/P 2 ) Ȃ N vs P log(P)(N/P) ϭ N log(P)). Table  II shows the estimated communication time for CT-PP and CT-1R on the Intel iPSC/860 system with P ϭ 32. It can be observed that for small problem sizes CT-PP will have lower communication overhead than CT-1R. However, as the problem size is increased CT-1R eventually becomes more communication-efficient than CT-PP. Furthermore, the ratio of T CT-PP to T CT-1R increases with the problem size.
Experimental performance results for data sizes ranging from 1K to 2M, on 32 processors, are shown in Fig. 8 using log-log scale. From Fig. 8 it can be observed that, for small sizes of N, CT-PP performs better than CT-1R. However, for large values of N, CT-1R performs better than CT-PP and CT-2R performs as well as CT-PP. For N Ն 4K, ST-1R demonstrates much better performance than all the other programs. The reason it performs better than the Cooley-Tukey FFT programs is that it does not require the initial bit-reversal permutation.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an algebraic framework based on the tensor product for describing the semantics of regular data distributions. We have used this framework for generating programs in languages that allow explicit specification of data distributions and permit dynamic redistribution of arrays through executable statements, as well as, node programs with explicit communication commands. We have demonstrated this methodology by developing communication efficient distributed-memory programs for the fast Fourier transform. The methodology presented in this paper has been incorporated in EXTENT. The system EXTENT can presently synthesize programs for the Intel iPSC/860, Intel Paragon, and Cray T3D.
The framework presented in this paper depends on knowing the factorization of the problem size N. This may be considered as a drawback of this scheme. However, it should be noted that efficient algorithms for block recursive algorithms depend upon the factorizations of N. Different factorizations of N lead to different algorithms with different performance characteristics. The system EX-TENT has been developed to assist in searching for an efficient implementation among the many possible implementations even for a single problem size N.
In the paper we have implicitly assumed that the number of processors P can be factorized into, say, m factors n j ; 1   FIG. 8 . FFT on the Intel iPSC/860 system with P ϭ 32.
Յ j Յ m, such that m vector bases can be chosen for processor indexing. The dimension of jth basis being n j . However, this may not necessarily be true. In the system EXTENT we use the following virtual processor approach to remove this restriction on the number of processors:
• Select a number V Ն P, such that distributions over V virtual processors can be represented as a distribution basis.
• Synthesize a node program for P processors by assuming some mapping of the V virtual processors onto P physical processors which achieves good load balancing.
For example, consider the implementation of F ϵ A ϭ (I 3 9 F 3 )(A) on four processors. The input and output array can be assumed to be distributed on nine virtual processors with the first three processors each assigned two virtual processors and the fourth processor assigned three virtual processors. Node code with the following structure can be then synthesized for F: 
/ END FOR ENDIF
We feel that some of the techniques presented in this paper may be useful for efficient compilation of HPF programs. In particular, it is worth investigating how the optimization based on VIEWAS can be incorporated in an HPF compiler.
